
“My hipothesys about the moment when 
Archimedes discovered the lever”

By Andrea Garrido

My friend Aristotle and I were taking a relaxing cup of cofFee in the garden of  
my house, trying to develop the first logical formalization, but to be honest the  
merit belongS to him. philosophy isn't my strong point. Newton had also been  
invited to the meeting, but he slept under the shadow of an Apple tree. Aristotle  
spoke withouth stopping, looking continuosly for pencil and paper. I sank in mi  
thoughts and looking around I saw the several giant rocks spread out in the  
garden. I had order to built a well. I began thinking... the built-mens had a very  
strange form to move each rock, they took them between 4 or 5 men, and yet  
when they put every Stone in the correct place they had a confortable feeling in  
their arms because all the strength go to the back. They are crazy, they just  
need a foothold. Having no part in it, I triggered a big step for back pain and,  
naturally, for humanitY. I shouthed “Aristotle, give me a lever and a fulcrum on  
which to place it, and I shall move the world!” suddenly, Aristotle looked at me  
and I ran to draw my brilliant idea, but both had to stop what we were doing  
because an Apple beaten Newton.



Who was the real inventor of the lever?

By Andrea Garrido

Give me a lever and a fulcrum on which to place it, and I shall move the world!”-  
told me the Chocolate God. I thought that this man was crazy but he started to 
explain me:

- This world is very boring with this big mass of land called "Pangea". If you give  
me a lever I will separate them and it will be more funny. Against all odds, the 
argument of my friend convinced me and as the Sun was getting closer and I 
will melt in a short period of time I decided to let him my giant lever. We made a  
big effort and we separated the mass into different continents. In that moment, 
fragments of rocks involved in fire began to fall everywhere.the consequences 
were unbelieveable. We were murders, the created life on the earth start 
dying very quickly. Every reptile covered my gills loose their food and sank on 
the ocean. The Black chocolate God , The White Chocolate God and the Gods 
Chocolate/Lemon and Coffee/Milk ones came to create an assembly to punish 
us, but there wasn't  turning back The Sun was getting closer and each of us 
were melting down the atmosphere spreading each delicious part of our body in  
the middle of chaos.



AROUND THE WORLD IN...  1 MINUTE!

By  Pedro Cáceres

-How to give around the world? – asked 
Willy.  
-Easy work and we can do it in 1 minute –
Rigadoon  answered.  
-What did you  just say young little man - 
said  Willy.  
(Rigadoon  put   his  Shopping  Channel  
advertiser  face)
The multi-lever to the door of your house, 
flator whatever youhave. Taxes free.Have 
you ever thought about going around the 
world in 1 minute?  Now, with this new 
gadget you can! You can only pay by credit 
card.  Ask  people  to  see what  do they 
think  about  this...
-Let it Rigadoon. I'll  buy it right now!-
exclaimed Willy.




